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WITHOUT 
YOUR 
SUPPORT
THERE IS 
NO CURE

For Johnny, and many others like him, a stem cell transplant was the  
only way to cure his blood cancer.  

Anthony Nolan is the charity that makes lifesaving connections  
between people with blood cancer and incredible strangers ready  
to donate their stem cells. 

But right now, we can’t find the best matching donor for every  
person who needs one.

It takes just £40 to add another potential lifesaver to our stem cell register. 
This means that you can help grow the number of donors who are ready 
and waiting to save lives. Without you, there is no cure. 

Sign up to Payroll Giving today - it’s simple, tax-efficient, and could  
save the lives of blood cancer patients in desperate need.

Johnny, with his wife, after his stem cell transplant
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Payroll Giving offers you the chance to make your support 
for Anthony Nolan go even further. This straightforward, 
tax-efficient way of donating enables you to make regular 
gifts straight from your pay.

It’s cheaper because it’s tax free. For example, a donation 
of £5 per month only costs the basic rate tax payer £4.00. 
(The taxman pays the rest!)

Over a year, that’s enough to add three potential 
donors to our register, who could each provide a 
lifesaving match to someone with blood cancer. 

  77p is spent on saving lives, recruiting donors and finding 
transplant matches

  8p is spent on research to make transplants more successful

 8p is spent on raising more money so we can save more lives

   6p is spent on our education and awareness programmes

 1p is spent on governance 

HOW WE SPEND YOUR MONEY:

MAKE AN EVEN  
BIGGER DIFFERENCE 
WITH PAYROLL GIVING

WE’LL GET

£10  
PER MONTH 

IF YOU GIVE

£8  
PER MONTH 
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